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Abstract: A novel sensor failure detection method is developed in this paper. Sensor failure considered in this paper can be any type of
measurement error that is different from the true structural response. The sensors are divided into two groups; sensors that correctly
measure the structural responses are termed “reference sensors” and sensors that may fail to correctly measure the structural responses are
termed “uncertain sensors” henceforth. A sensor error function is formulated to detect the instants of failure of the corresponding uncertain
sensor, using the measurements from reference sensors and the uncertain sensor examined. The sensor error function is derived using
indirect and direct approaches. In the indirect approach, the error function is obtained from the state space model in combination with the
inverse model and interaction matrix formulation. The input term is eliminated from the error function by applying the inverse model and
the interaction matrix is applied to eliminate the state and all unexamined uncertain sensors except for the one examined from the error
function. The direct approach uses the singular value decomposition method to establish the coefficients of the error function from the
healthy measured data. The sensor failure detection formulation is investigated numerically using a four degree-of-freedom spring-mass-
damper system and experimentally using a 4-m-long NASA eight-bay truss structure. It is shown by means of numerical and experimental
results that the sensor failure formulation developed correctly detects and isolates the instants of sensor failure and can be implemented
in real structural systems for sensor failure detection.
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Introduction

Sensor failure is defined as the measurement that is different from
the true response of the structure. It is very important to detect
sensor failure on a real-time basis for vibration control and struc-
tural health monitoring. Various fault detection and isolation
�FDI� techniques for sensors and actuators have been discussed
over the past decades �Frank 1990, Gertler 1991�. The two major
sensor failure detection methods are approaches that exploit: �1�
physical redundancy; and �2� analytical redundancy. Physical re-
dundancy uses more than one physical sensor to measure the
responses from the same degree of freedom. The analytical re-
dundancy �AR� method, which implies the inherent redundancy
contained in the static and dynamic relationship among the
system inputs and measured outputs, has been applied broadly
both in adaptive control and fault tolerant systems. The meth-
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od developed in this study belongs to one of the AR-based
methods.

Most of the sensor failure detection methods relying on AR
strategy �Park et al. 1993; Da and Lin 1995; Chen and Speyer
2001; Piercy 1992; Menke 1995; Dharap et al. 2006� can be
traced back to Beard-Jones detection filters �BJDT� �Beard 1971;
Jones 1976�, which assign fixed directional properties to the error
function through observers’ design. There are two mains steps in
BJDT. First, an error function corresponding to one actuator/
sensor/component is developed, which is zero or near zero when
there is no error and is different from zero when the correspond-
ing actuator/sensor/component fails. Then a decision rule is ap-
plied to determine whether errors occur or not. In BJDT, sensor
failure is normally treated as actuator failure, which is termed
“pseudoactuator failure,” and normally can only be constrained to
lie in a geometric plane. Park et al. �1993� have provided an
algorithm that can isolate each sensor failure in a fixed direction
in output space by augmenting the number of states to account for
the dynamics of the sensor failure.

Phan and coworkers �Phan et al. 1998; Lim et al. 1998;
Goodzeit and Phan 2000� have shown that the interaction matrix
can be applied to eliminate state variables so that only input and
output are needed to represent the system’s dynamics. Koh et al.
�2005a,b� have applied the concept of interaction matrix to build
actuator error function, which eliminates the influence of other
actuators from the actuator error function except for the examined
one. The actuator error function will be nonzero when the exam-
ined actuator fails. Kammer and co-workers �Kammer 1997;
Kammer and Steltzner 2001� have applied an inverse model to
estimate the remote sensor responses and estimate the input forces
from the structural responses. To estimate the remote sensor re-

sponses �Kammer 1997�, the input terms are first eliminated from
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the state-space model by introducing the inverse model and only
measured sensor responses and remote sensor responses are re-
tained. Then the Markov parameters corresponding to the inverse
model are obtained by a transformation matrix, which is either
obtained indirectly from the state-space model or directly from
measurement only.

In this paper, the concept of actuator failure detection formu-
lation �Koh et al. 2005a,b� and inverse model �Kammer 1997;
Kammer and Steltzner 2001� are combined to develop an algo-
rithm that detects and isolates sensor failure in realtime. In this
formulation, sensors are separated into two groups as needed by
the inverse model technique �to be described in “Sensor Error
Function Computed Indirectly Using State-Space Matel”�. Sen-
sors in the first group are assumed to correctly measure the struc-
tural responses and are termed “reference sensors” henceforth.
Sensors in the second group that need to be monitored are termed
“uncertain sensors” henceforth. A sensor error function is devel-
oped, one for each uncertain sensor, to monitor the instant failure
of the uncertain sensor and it is not influenced by the measure-
ment of other uncertain sensors. The sensor error function is de-
veloped in two ways. First, the sensor error function is derived
from the system state-space model. The inverse model is applied
to eliminate the input term from the state-space equation, and then
an interaction matrix is introduced to eliminate the state variables
and all uncertain sensor terms except for the examined one from
the sensor error function. Then a sensor error function is derived,
one for each uncertain sensor, to monitor the instant failure of the
uncertain sensor examined. The error function produces a nonzero
signal when the examined sensor fails to correctly measure the
structural response. The necessary conditions for the sensor fail-
ure detection formulation are also discussed. Second, using the
singular value decomposition method, the coefficients of the sen-
sor error function are established in the null space of the healthy
measurements from both reference sensors and the uncertain sen-
sor examined. Both numerical and experimental results show that
the sensor error functions developed can successfully detect and
isolate examined uncertain sensor failure in real time.

Mathematical Formulation

Sensor Error Function Computed Indirectly Using
State-Space Model

Consider an nth order, r-input, q-output controllable and observ-
able linear time-invariant discrete model in the state-space system

x�k + 1� = Ax�k� + Bu�k�

y�k� = Cx�k� + Du�k� �1�

in which x represents an n dimensional state vector; A=n�n
system state transmission matrix; B=n�r input influence matrix;
u=r dimensional input force vector; y=q dimensional output
vector; C=q�n output influence matrix; and D=q�r direct
transmission matrix.

The output in Eq. �1� can be separated into two groups: ys�k�
and yd�k�, where ys�k� is the measurement from reference sen-
sors and yd�k� is the measurement from uncertain sensors. Re-

write Eq. �1� for the measurement yd�k�
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x�k + 1� = Ax�k� + Bu�k�

yd�k� = Cdx�k� + Ddu�k� �2�

where yd�k�=nd �number of uncertain sensors� dimensional vec-
tor; Cd=nd�n output influence matrix for the uncertain sensors;
and Dd=nd�r direct transmission matrix from input to the uncer-
tain sensors. The direct transmission matrix Dd is assumed to be
full row rank here. For the case where Dd is not full column rank,
the method proposed by Steltzner and Kammer �1999� can be
adopted. Solving the output yd�k� in Eq. �2� for input u�k�

u�k� = − Dd
+Cdx�k� + Dd

+yd�k� �3�

where Dd
+=pseudoinverse of Dd and Dd

+= �Dd
TDd�−1Dd

T. In order
for the pseudoinverse to uniquely exist, the number of uncertain
sensors nd must be larger than or equal to the number of inputs r.
Substituting Eq. �3� into the state equation in Eq. �2� produces

x�k + 1� = �A − BDd
+Cd�x�k� + BDd

+yd�k� �4�

By defining: Ā=A−BDd
+Cd, B̄=BDd

+, C̄d=−Dd
+C, D̄d=Dd

+,
Eqs. �3� and �4� can be rewritten as

x�k + 1� = Āx�k� + B̄yd�k�

u�k� = C̄dx�k� + D̄dyd�k� �5�

The inputs and outputs shown in Eq. �5� have been switched,
which is an inverse model of Eq. �2�. The state and output equa-
tions between the input and output of reference sensors can be
expressed as

x�k + 1� = Ax�k� + Bu�k�

ys�k� = Csx�k� + Dsu�k� �6�

ys�k�=ns �number of reference sensors� dimensional measurement
vector; Cs=ns�n output influence matrix for reference sensors;
and Ds=ns�r direct transmission matrix from input to the refer-
ence sensors. Substituting Eq. �3� into Eq. �6� produces

x�k + 1� = Āx�k� + B̄yd�k� �7�

ys�k� = �Cs − DsDd
+Cd�x�k� + DsDd

+yd�k�

Defining C̄s=Cs−DsDd
+Cd and D̄s=DsDd

+, Eq. �7� can be ex-
pressed as

x�k + 1� = Āx�k� + B̄yd�k�

ys�k� = C̄sx�k� + D̄syd�k� �8�

Eq. �8� represents an inverse model where the measurements from
uncertain sensors are treated as inputs and the measurements from
the reference sensors are treated as outputs. The input terms that
exert forces to the structure have been completely eliminated
from the state-space equation. Assuming that sensors measure the
responses of independent degree of freedoms and each sensor will
not be collocated with other sensors, the D̄s term will be a null
matrix. Eq. �8� can be rewritten as

x�k + 1� = Āx�k� + B̄yd�k�

ys�k� = C̄sx�k� �9�
By repeated substitution for some p�0
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x�k + p� = Āpx�k� + �ypd�k�

yps�k� = Ox�k� + Typd�k� �10�

where ypd�k� and yps�k�=column vectors of the measured data
from the uncertain sensors and the reference sensors going into p
steps starting with yd�k� and ys�k�, respectively

ypd�k� =�
yd�k�

yd�k + 1�
]

yd�k + p − 1�
�, yps�k� =�

ys�k�
ys�k + 1�

]

ys�k + p − 1�
� �11�

where �=extended n� pnd controllability matrix, O=extended
pns�n observability matrix; and T= pnd� pns “Toeplitz” matrix
of the inverse system Markov parameters

� = �Āp−1B̄ ¯ ĀB̄ B̄�

O = �
C̄s

C̄sĀ

]

C̄sĀ
p−1
�, T = �

0 0 ¯ 0 0

C̄sB̄ 0 ¯ 0 0

C̄sĀB̄ C̄sB̄ ¯ 0 0

] � � � ]

C̄sĀ
p−2B̄ ¯ C̄sĀB̄ C̄sB̄ 0

�
�12�

Rewrite Eq. �10� with each individual uncertain sensor for p steps

x�k + p� = Āpx�k� + 	
j=1

nd

� jypd
j �k� + 	

j=1

nd

B̄ jyd
j �k + p − 1�

yps�k� = Ox�k� + 	
j=1

nd

T jypd
j �k� �13�

where

� j = �Āp−1B̄ j ¯ Ā2B̄ j ĀB̄ j�

ypd
j �k� =�

ydj�k�
ydj�k + 1�

]

ydj�k + p − 2�
�

T j = �
0 0 ¯ 0

C̄sB̄ j 0 ¯ 0

C̄sĀB̄ j C̄sB̄ j ¯ 0

] � � ¯

C̄sĀ
p−2B̄ j ¯ C̄sĀB̄ j C̄sB̄ j

� �14�

An interaction matrix Mi is introduced by adding and subtracting

the product Miyps�k� to Eq. �13� as follows
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x�k + p� = Āpx�k� + 	
j=1

nd

� jypd
j �k� + Miyps�k� − Miyps�k�

+ 	
j=1

nd

B̄ jyd
j �k + p − 1� = �Āp + MiO�x�k�

+ 	
j=1

nd

�� j + MiT j�ypd
j �k� − Miyps�k� + 	

j=1

nd

B̄ jyd
j �k + p − 1�

�15�

Substituting Eq. �15� into the output equation in Eq. �9� for the
k+ p step

ys�k + p� = �C̄sĀ
p + C̄sMiO�x�k� + 	

j=1

nd

�C̄s� j + C̄sMiT j�ypd
j �k�

− C̄sMiyps�k� + 	
j=1

nd

C̄sB̄ jyd
j �k + p − 1� �16�

By imposing the constraint condition in Eq. �17�, the coefficients
of x�k� and ypd

j �k� in Eq. �16� vanish simultaneously except for
the ith uncertain sensor

C̄sĀ
p + C̄sMiO = 0

C̄s� j + C̄sMiT j = 0 for j � i �17�

Eq. �17� can be rewritten as

C̄sMi�T1 ¯ Ti−1 O Ti+1 ¯ Tnd
�

= − �C̄s�1 ¯ C̄s�i−1 C̄sA
p C̄s�i+1 ¯ C̄s�nd

� �18�

There are pns
2 unknown variables in C̄sMi and there are totally

ns�p−1��nd−1�+nsn equations in Eq. �18�. A necessary condition
for the existence of CMi that satisfies Eq. �18� is

p�ns − nd + 1� � n − nd + 1 �19�

Satisfying Eq. �19� requires ns−nd+1�0, which means that the
number of independent reference sensors must be larger than or
equal to the number of independent uncertain sensors. Also p
must be larger than �n−nd+1� / �ns−nd+1�. The product C̄sMi

that satisfied Eq. �17� is not unique. But the C̄sMi solved from
Eq. �18� using the pseudoinverse method produces a minimum-
norm solution. Normally, p is selected to be several times larger
than the required number that satisfies Eq. �19� to get a good
numerical result.

Substituting the constraint condition in Eq. �17� into Eq. �16�

ys�k + p� = �C̄s�i + C̄sMiTi�ypd
i �k� − C̄sMiyps�k�

+ 	
j=1

r

C̄sB̄ jyd
j �k + p − 1� �20�

Up to this point, there still exist other uncertain sensor outputs yd
j

that contribute to the response ys�k+ p�. yd
j can be eliminated by

premultiplying Eq. �20� with a row vector that is orthogonal to all
¯ ¯
remaining column vectors CsB j, j� i
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Ni
T�C̄sB̄ j� = 0 for ∀ j � i �21�

Since ns�nr, such a vector Ni
T can be easily found. Premultiply-

ing Eq. �20� with Ni
T produces a scalar equation that involves

measurements from all reference sensors and outputs from the ith
examined uncertain sensor

Ni
Tys�k + p� = Ni

T�C̄s�i + C̄sMiTi�ypd
i �k� − Ni

TC̄sMiyps�k�

+ Ni
TC̄sB̄iyd

i �k + p − 1� �22�

In Eq. �22�, the outputs from other uncertain sensors have been
eliminated except for the monitored ith uncertain sensor. If ȳd

i �k�
represents the measurement from the ith uncertain sensor at kth
steps and yd

*i�k� is the measurement error of the ith sensor at kth
step, then yd

i �k�= ȳd
i �k�−yd

*i�k�. Substituting yd
i �k�= ȳd

i �k�−yd
*i�k�

into Eq. �22�

Ni
Tys�k + p� = Ni

T�C̄s�i + C̄sMiTi��ȳpd
i �k� − ypd

*i �k��

− Ni
TC̄sMiyps�k�

+ Ni
TC̄sB̄i�ȳd

i �k + p − 1� − yd
*i�k + p − 1�� �23�

By defining

ei�k + p� = − Ni
T�C̄s�i + C̄sMiTi�ypd

*i �k� − Ni
TC̄sB̄iyd

*i�k + p − 1�

�24�

Eq. �23� becomes

ei�k + p� = N̄i
Tys�k + p� + N̄i

TC̄sM̄iyps�k� − N̄i
T�C̄s�i

+ C̄sMiTi�ȳpd
i �k� − Ni

TC̄sB̄iȳd
i �k + p − 1� �25�

Failure of the ith uncertain sensor can be detected and isolated by
the error function in Eq. �25�. When there are no measurement
errors for the ith uncertain sensor from k to k+ p steps, ei�k+ p� is
zero. When there are measurement errors from step k to step
k+ p, the error function ei�k+ p� will normally be different from
zero. In the above procedure, there are two conditions that need to
be satisfied for the error function to be valid: �1� nd�r to ensure
the pseudoinverse of Dd to exist uniquely; and �2� ns�nd to en-

sure C̄sMi exists.

Sensor Error Function Computed Directly
from Input–Output Data

An alternative way to calculate the sensor error function directly
from the measurement data instead of state-space matrices
Ā, B̄, C̄s is introduced next. The following definitions are
used to simplify the equations in Eq. �25� at the kth-th step:

�i= �−Ni
T�C̄s�i+ C̄sMiTi� ,−Ni

TC̄sB̄i�, �i= �Ni
TC̄sMi ,Ni

T�, yms�k�
= �yps�k− p� ,ys�k��T, and ums

i �k�= �ȳpd
i �k− p� , ȳd

i �k−1��T. The error
equation in Eq. �25� can be simplified as

ei�k� = ��i,�i�
ums
i �k�

yms�k� � �26�

If there is no measurement error for the ith uncertain sensor from
the �k-p�th step to the kth step, the error equation in Eq. �26� is
zero, regardless of the working status of other uncertain sensors.

So the coefficients ��i ,�i� satisfy
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0 = ��i,�i�
ums
i �k�

yms�k� � �27�

Express Eq. �27� for l steps

0 = ��i,�i�WNY
i

WNY
i = 
ums

i �k� ums
i �k + 1� ¯ ums

i �k + l − 1� ums
i �k + l�

yms�k� yms�k + 1� ¯ yms�k + l − 1� yms�k + l� �
�28�

Applying singular value decomposition �SVD� for WNY
i

WNY
i = �U1,U2�
S1 0

0 0
�
V1

T

V2
T � �29�

In order for Eq. �28� to be satisfied, ��i ,�i� must belong to U2

�which is the left nullspace of WNY
i �. Hence ��i ,�i� is not unique.

For a noise free case, any vector that belongs to the left nullspace
of WNY

i can be used as ��i ,�i� in Eq. �26� to calculate the error
function. If there are measurement noises in the uncertain sensors,
the vector corresponding to the minimum singular value can be
taken as ��i ,�i�. This is consistent with the ��i ,�i� calculated

from system statespace matrices Ā, B̄, C̄s. The general solution
for Eq. �18� is a subspace, which normally has an infinite number

of C̄sMi that satisfy Eq. �18�. Using pseudoinverse to calculate

C̄sMi produces a minimum-norm solution. It is worth emphasiz-
ing here that coefficients ��i ,�i� calculated directly from healthy
measurement data are different from the coefficients ��i ,�i�
calculated from the system state-space matrix. But both coeffi-
cients vector ��i ,�i� have the same function: the sensor error
function calculated from both ��i ,�i� will be nonzeros only if the
corresponding uncertain sensor fails to correctly measure the
structural responses and it will not be influenced by the measure-
ment of the other uncertain sensors. Also to obtain the coefficients
of sensor failure detection function, the measured data from the
healthy state of the system should contain the frequency range
that the structure spans. So band-limited white noise input is used
to excite the structure and l needs to be taken large enough such
that the time segment of the data used to build the coefficient of
sensor error function is at least several times larger than the
fundamental period of the structure. Unlike the inverse model
�Kammer 1997, Kammer and Steltzner 2001�, in which the in-
itial condition is assumed to be zero, the sensor failure detec-
tion formulation has already systematically eliminated the initial
conditions.

Simulation

A four degree-of-freedom �DOF� spring-mass-damper system is
first used to testify the sensor failure detection algorithms, as

Fig. 1. Four degree-of-freedom spring-mass-damper system
shown in Fig. 1. Four accelerometer sensors are attached from
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m1 to m4 and those sensors are separated into two groups. The
first two sensors attached to m1 and m2 are assumed to be uncer-
tain sensors. The other two sensors attached to m3 and m4 are
assumed to be reference sensors. Note that since the input has
been eliminated from the sensor error function and only the mea-
surements from the reference sensors and uncertain sensors are
required to build the sensor error function, as shown in Eq. �25�,
for this system, m1=m2=m3=m4=1 kg, k1=k2=k3=k4

=100 kN/m, and ci=0.05mi+0.001ki N sec/m. Actuators 1 �u1�
and 2 �u2� are driven by independent band-limited white noise
input. In order to simulate sensor failure, the measurements from
sensors attached to m1 �Sensor 1� are set to arbitrary random
data instead of actual structural responses during 2–4 and 6–8 s
and the sensor attached to m2 �Sensor 2� reads uniform zero mea-
surements during 4–6 and 8–10 s. The structural responses and
sensor measurements are shown in Figs. 2�a and b�. The error
functions of Sensors 1 and 2 for the noise free case are shown
in Figs. 2�c and d�. From Figs. 2�c and d� it is clear that the sen-
sor error functions produce nonzero error signal when measure-

Fig. 2. Structural responses and error functions of Sensors 1 and 2
with coefficients ��i ,�i� calculated from system state-space matrix
using indirect approach for noise free case: �a� Sensor 1 �… structural
responses, —sensor output�; �b� Sensor 2 �…structural response,
— sensor output�; �c� error function of Sensor 1; and �d� error
function of Sensor 2
ment errors occur. Otherwise, the error function shows zero
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values. Also each sensor error function uniquely indicates the
corresponding sensor’s failure and it is not influenced by the
other uncertain sensors. Fig. 3 shows the sensor error functions
with 1% standard deviation noise-corrupted data from all refer-
ence sensors. It can be seen that the error function can still
identify the instant failure of each sensor. It is noted that the
corruption of measurement noise on reference sensors will make
the error functions nonzero even when the corresponding uncer-
tain sensor correctly measures the structural response. However,
in the current simulation, the amplitude of the error function pro-
duced by the measurement noise is much less than that of the
failure case.

The sensor error function described above is based on the ana-
lytical model of the spring-mass-damper system. If the analytical
model of the system is not known and only test data are available,
the error function can be directly calculated by the procedure
described from Eqs. �26�–�29�. First, a data set from healthy sen-
sors �both reference sensors and the examined uncertain sensor� is
needed to calculate the coefficients ��i ,�i� for subsequent com-
putation of sensor error function. Then, the sensor error function
can be used to indicate whether there are measurement errors in
the uncertain sensor examined. Fig. 4�a� shows the sensor error
functions for the noise free case and Fig. 4�b� shows the sensor
error functions for the 1% standard deviation noise �on all refer-
ence sensors� case computed using the direct approach. It shows
that the sensor error functions can successfully detect and isolate
the examined uncertain sensor failure in real-time.

Experiment

The NASA eight-bay truss structure at Rice University, shown in
Fig. 5, is used to verify the aforementioned sensor failure detec-
tion algorithm. The eight bay truss consists of 36 nodes and 109
aluminum members. The truss members are made up of hollow
tubes fitted with aluminum bolt ends that can be screwed into the
nodes. One end of the truss is mounted to a steel frame, which is

Fig. 3. Error functions of Sensor 1 and Senor 2 with coefficients
��i ,�i� calculated from system state-space matrix using indirect
approach for 1% standard deviation measurement noises in sensors
on Mass 3 and 4: �a� error function of sensor 1; �b� error function of
sensor 2
fixed to the ground. The total truss length is 4 m. Two hangers are
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vertically connected to the truss node at the fourth and eighth
bays �counted from the fixed end� to restrain vertical movement,
as shown in Fig. 5. The experimentally identified fundamental
frequency of the truss is 12.45 Hz �fundamental period of 0.08 s�.
Two electromagnetic shakers are attached to the first and fourth
bay of the truss structure by stingers to produce horizontal exci-
tation. Load cells are installed between the shaker stingers and the
nodes of the truss to measure the actual input forces. Four accel-
erometers are mounted on the nodes of the truss from the first to
the fourth bay to measure the horizontal responses of the truss at
those nodes, as shown in Fig. 6. For this experiment, the acceler-
ometers mounted on the third and fourth bays are assumed to be
the reference sensors that correctly measure the structural re-
sponses. These reference sensors are used to monitor the condi-
tions of uncertain accelerometer sensors on the first and second
bays.

The two shakers, excited by band limited white noise gener-
ated by two amplifiers, are controlled by a 1102 DSpace board.
Load cells and accelerometers are first connected to PCB a 481A
signal conditioner and then connected to the DSpace board, at-
tached to a computer. The sampling time is 0.001 s and the input-
output data are recorded up to 80 s. The sensor on the first bay
�Sensor 2� was disconnected from the signal conditioner from

Fig. 6. Schematic of 4 long NASA eight-bay truss structure �plan
view�

Fig. 7. Experimental sensor error functions of Sensor 1 and Sensor 2
of NASA eight-bay truss structure with coefficients ��i ,�i� obtained
from healthy measurement data using direct approach: �a� error
function of Sensor 1; �b� error function of Sensor 2
Fig. 4. Error functions of Sensor 1 and 2 with coefficients ��i ,�i�
calculated from healthy measurement data using direct approach: �a�
error function of Sensor 1 �noise free case�; �b� error function of
Sensor 2 �noise free case�; �c� error function of Sensor 1 �1% noise
case�; and �d� error function of Sensor 2 �1% noise case�
Fig. 5. Four-meter-long NASA eight-bay truss structure
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31 to 39 s to simulate one type of sensor failure in which the
sensor fails to measure the structural response and produces no
measurement. Between 50 and 60 s the amplitude of the output
from Sensor 2 was reduced by half using a built in function in
the Simulink toolbox to simulate an amplitude reduction type of
sensor failure. The sensor on the second bay �Sensor 1� was dis-
connected from the signal conditioner from 36.5 to 44 s and the
amplitude of outputs was reduced by 40% from 55 to 65 s. The
first 1.5 s of data, which is nearly 19 times the fundamental pe-
riod of the truss structure, was used to generate coefficients
��i ,�i� by the procedure described from Eqs. �26�–�29� and the
error function was computed using the coefficients. In this experi-
ment, p=150 and l=1,500 �l-data length� were adopted.

The experimentally determined sensor error functions using
the direct approach, for Sensors 1 and 2, are shown in Fig. 7.
Each sensor error function can uniquely detect and isolate the
instant failure of the corresponding uncertain sensor, regardless of
the condition of the other uncertain sensors. From Fig. 7, it can
also be observed that the amplitude profiles of the sensor error
function corresponding to the zero output failure case are larger
than that of the amplitude reduction case. There are small nonzero
values in the error function even when the sensors are functioning
correctly, which is primarily due to measurement noise in the
reference sensors. However, there is one order of magnitude dif-
ference between sensor failure and error due to measurement
noise. In the experiment, the maximum amplitude of the measure-
ment noises of those accelerometers is around 0.02 m/s2. The
maximum amplitude of the structural responses excited by shak-
ers is around 0.4 m/s2. So the amplitudes of the measurement
noises are around 5% of that of the structural responses.

Conclusion

A new sensor failure detection method has been presented to
monitor the instant of sensor failure. The error function is based
on the interaction matrix formulation between reference and un-
certain sensors. Input has been eliminated from sensor error func-
tions in this formulation. Two new approaches have been
presented in this paper. In the first approach the sensor error func-
tion is computed indirectly from the state-space model by com-
bining the inverse model with the interaction matrix formulation
to eliminate the input and all uncertain sensor terms except for the
examined one from the sensor error functions. In the second ap-
proach, the coefficients of the sensor error functions are directly
computed from the null space of the healthy measurement data
using the singular value decomposition method. The applicability
of the sensor failure detection formulation has been demonstrated
both numerically by a four degree-of-freedom spring-mass-
damper system and experimentally by a 4 m long eight bay truss
structure. The error function clearly detects the instants of failure
of the uncertain sensors in the presence of reasonable experimen-

tal measurement noise.
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